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(Boston, MA): The Boston Sculptors Gallery is pleased to present an exhibition of new work by 
Andy Zimmermann. Three Sculptures and Two Installations, One with Sound shows the range of 
Zimmermann’s approach, from simple welded steel structures, painted black, to large-scale 
installations, one involving sensors, vibrating piano strings, and programmed electronics.  
 
In The One with Sound, the viewer triggers a sensor which initiates a sequence of sounds made 
visible by the vibrating piano-strings, creating an interactive experience that unfolds differently 
for each viewer. The Wall plays with light and shadow through a three dimensional interweaving 
of space. Finally, three welded steel sculptures suggest mountainous landscapes and a family tree 
whose bifurcating lines reach a high level of complexity.  
 
Andy Zimmermann is well-known in the Boston area for his large sculptures and installations at 
the DeCordova Museum, the Boston Common, the MIT Museum, the Museum of Science, the 
Rose Art Museum, the Illuminus Festival, and various other galleries and sculpture venues. He 
has had solo shows and sculpture installations in galleries in New York City and around the 
country, and has work in the permanent collections of the NorthShore Sculpture Park in Skokie 
and the Cedarhurst Sculpture Park in Mt. Vernon, IL.  

Zimmermann’s work will be shown concurrently with “Objects” by Kalimah Muhammad. 

Contact:  Jean Mineo, Director   Andy Zimmermann 
  617-482-7781   
  BostonSculptors@yahoo.com  andyzimm@rcn.com 
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Andy Zimmermann 
“Three Sculpture and Two Installation, One with Sound”   
 
Exhibition Dates: Sept. 2 –	  Oct. 4, 2015 
Opening Reception: Sept. 4, 5 –	  8 pm 
Artists’	  Talk and Performance: Sept. 13, 3 –	  5 pm                 
SOWA First Friday Reception: Oct. 2, 5 –	  8 pm                         
Gallery Hours: Wed. –	  Sun. from noon –	  6 pm   
	  

Mountain Home #4  welded steel 18x24x15 in	  


